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THE ALLIGATOR AS
of Chiriqui, the most interesting and instructive chapter is that devoted to the class of objects in clay which he has designated the " alligator group of ware." The alligator in this ware occurs usually as an ornament painted in red or black. The designs range from the rather realistic to the most highly conventionalized representations of the animal. A small number of these vessels are modeled to resemble in form this same reptile. The group is described "as composed chiefly of bottle-shaped vases with globular bodies and short, wide necks. Beside these vases there is a limited series of unusual forms, and a few pieces exhibit unique figures. Handles are rare, and legs are usually not of especial interest as they are plain cones or at most but rude imitations of the legs of animals. Shallow vessels are invariably mounted upon tripods, and a few of the deeper forms are so equipped. Usually the sizes are rather small, but we can occasionally observe a bottle having the capacity of a gallon or more."
Through exchange the Carnegie Museum recently obtained from Dr George Grant MacCurdy, of the Yale University Museum, a collection of alligator ware from Chiriqui, which formed a part of Professor O. C. Marsh's collection from this province. This acquisition induced me to make comparison with some new material, which I personally obtained in excavations on the highlands of Costa Rica during the year 1903, and in which the alligator as a decorative motive plays a dominant role. Nowhere else in Costa Rica has the supremacy of the alligator design over all other ornaments of a zo6morphic character come into evidence as in the ware here concerned. This ware, which belongs to an ancient culture in several respects different from the one typical of the common stone-cist burials of the highlands and the Atlantic coast, as 307 described in my Archeological Researches in Costa Rica, has hitherto been observed only within a limited area near San Jose, the capital, and in one or two localities on the Pacific coast. In these places however considerable variation in the artistic treatment of the alligator occurs.
As one of the forthcoming memoirs of the Carnegie Museum will furnish fuller information respecting these burial-grounds and their contents, I will here limit myself to a few general remarks about them and to the presentation of a brief preliminary review of the most characteristic forms of alligator ware here found.
The contrast between the Chiriquian group of alligator ware and that of Costa Rica may first be emphasized by the statement that the latter is exclusively the product of the plastic art of the potter, all the alligator designs being executed in clay, either in relief or as incised ornaments on the vessels, and are never painted; while in the Chiriquian group this class of ornaments is always painted.
Even Plate xvIII illustrates a number of typical legs of the alligator vases of this class of ware, and plate xIx shows a few specimens of similar legs of tripod vases from the Pacific coast, which display somewhat different characters in their ornamentation.
As frequently observed in zo6morphic ornaments, it is as a rule some one of the less important features --some rudimentary but characteristic organ -that is best preserved in all the more or less . xx, fig. 5 ) the incised, oval pellets are placed rather close to one another in a single row, a natural step is taken toward the punctuated string, a variant serving the same purpose but produced with less labor and consequently frequently employed (see pl.. xix, fig. 6; pl. xx, figs. 7, 9, Io) . ' The rows of pellets, or the punctuated string, is also very often supplanted by ridges, all of which may be serrated (as in pl. xvII1, figs. 3, 14), or only the outer two may be serrated, the central being plain (as in pl. xvIII, fig. 4 Undoubtedly the most characteristic of these ornaments consist of pieces of punctuated strings, usually occurring in pairs. This string ornamentation is used for filling empty spaces on the shoulders of the vessels; it appears not only on vessels with legs in the shape of small lizards, yet which probably represent alligators, but also on vessels with other animal and even human features represented by the legs. This peculiar string ornamentation in most cases has its origin in the scute rows of the alligator's back. But it was after the Curridabat ware, with its rich and instructive series of alligator ornaments in all stages of development, had imparted its lesson of the high importance attached by the native artist to this special feature, that the origin and meaning of the string ornamentation of 'The last three vessels do not belong to the Curridabat ware, but to the typical stone-cist ware of the highlands.
